
WAX REPORT - 40th Annual Snow Mountain Ranch Stampede, Classic
3km/12.5km/25km/50km Sunday, March 10th

Date: March 5, 2024
Location: Snow Mountain Ranch, Granby, CO
Wax Reporter: Drew Gelinas

Snow & Weather Conditions

The Nordic Center received 16” of new snow this weekend and the trails are in great shape. Cold temps in
the evenings and a chance of additional accumulation throughout the week.

Tuesday Night
Mostly cloudy, with a low around 7. Southwest wind 5 to 7 mph becoming calm after midnight.
Wednesday
A 40 percent chance of snow after 11am. Partly sunny, with a high near 36. Light west southwest wind
becoming west 8 to 13 mph in the morning. Winds could gust as high as 21 mph. New snow accumulation
of less than a half inch possible.
Wednesday Night
A 20 percent chance of snow showers. Mostly cloudy, with a low around 8. Light and variable wind.
Thursday
Snow showers, mainly after 11am. Some thunder is also possible. High near 36. Calm wind becoming
north around 5 mph in the afternoon. Chance of precipitation is 80%.
Thursday Night
Snow likely, mainly before 11pm. Some thunder is also possible. Cloudy, with a low around 13. Chance of
precipitation is 70%.
Friday
Snow likely, mainly after 11am. Mostly cloudy, with a high near 31. Chance of precipitation is 70%.
Friday Night
Mostly cloudy, with a low around 3.
Saturday
Sunny, with a high near 35.
Saturday Night
Mostly clear, with a low around 4.
Sunday
Mostly sunny, with a high near 38.



Tier 1 - Recommendations Tier 2 - Recommendations

Glide Wax: HS7 glide wax ironed in at 150C.
Scrape and brush. This temp range will
cover the broadest window but check start
times and adjust if needed. Earlier start and
shorter distance may opt for HS6.

Top Coat: HS7 Liquid applied with fleece cork
(T00021) and let dry. Roto fleece (T0018F)
and then brush. Thinner layer is better.

Structure: T0410-075G or T0410-050V

Binder: Rough kick zone with 120 grit
sandpaper (T0011SP) and Synthetic Combi
Cork (T0011). Iron in VG030 binder.

Kick: V0040 Blue Extra

Glide Wax: Marathon White Powder ironed in
at 155C. Scrape and brush.

Top Coat: TS7 Liquid apply thin layer with
fleece cork (T0021) and let dry. Roto fleece
(T0018F) and then brush. You can also use
the TST7 Turbo block roto fleeced in.

Structure: T0410-075G or T0410-050V

Binder: Rough kick zone with 120 grit
sandpaper (T0011SP) and Synthetic Combi
Cork (T0011). Iron in VG030 binder.

Kick: V0040 Blue Extra or VP40. Start time
and distance will impact kick selection.

NOTES: Keep an eye on hourly start times. If running the 25 km or 50 km, opt for the
Marathon White as it will offer the greatest durability and glide properties for longer
distances. Sand kick zone for greater binder adhesion.


